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About This Content

This product is a comprehensive conversion of the iconic horror role-playing game has been brought vividly to life for internet
play using the latest version of the Fantasy Grounds II software. The Call of Cthulhu Role-Playing Game from Chaosium has
won multiple awards over the years, and has been a firm staple in the RPG horror community for decades! If you have ever

been enthralled by a ghost story or spellbound at a horror movie, you are in for a treat. Part the veil that separates frail humanity
from the terror that lurks beyond space and time. Now you can investigate forgotten ruins, haunted woods, and nameless

menaces all online with the Call of Cthulhu Ruleset for Fantasy Grounds II.

What is all included with this purchase:

Call of Cthulhu Rulest for Fantasy Grounds II contains the full text of the 6th Edition rulebook, published by Chaosium
Inc. and converted to Fantasy Grounds II modules.

Full rules for creating Investigators and guiding them through the worlds of HP Lovecraft.

A Keeper's toolkit, covering situations both mundane and bizarre, from car chases and equipment tables to mental
disorders and alien technology.

Over 100 creatures, deities and monsters from the Cthulhu Mythos and horror literature, most of which are illustrated
with original artwork from the rulebook.
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220+ spells and arcane rituals for the Keeper and players.

Details of Herbert West and other notorious characters from the worlds of HP Lovecraft, together with nine pre-rolled
investigators ready to play.

Four complete ready-to-play adventure scenarios: The Haunting, Edge of Darkness, The Madman, and Dead Man
Stomp.

Requires a FULL license of the Fantasy Grounds II software for the Keeper, and FULL or LITE licenses for each
Player.

The FULL version of Fantasy Grounds II v2.3.3 (or newer) is required to use this product.

The Fantasy Grounds software lets you enjoy Call of Cthulhu with friends across the world. This product includes Player
reference material, skill lists and weapons tables in addition to Keeper material such as creatures of the Cthulhu Mythos
to drag and drop straight into play, a combat tracker to make the most complex encounters run more smoothly, and hints
and tips for running successful adventures.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Call of Cthulhu Ruleset
Genre: RPG
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 9 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x or 8x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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